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Ireland’s official Famine Heritage Trail is a 165 km cross country 

pilgrim walk with captivating layers of history, art and culture. 
Starting in Strokestown, it weaves through country lanes, villages, 

towns and Dublin city mostly along the banks of the Royal Canal. The 

Dublin Trail head is at the famous Rowan Gillespie Famine Memorial 

Statues on the Quays. There are many elements to this trail which is 

topped and tailed by iconic museums - the National Famine Museum 

in Strokestown and EPIC The Irish Emigration Museum and the 

Jeanie Johnston - An Irish Famine Story in Dublin.

This pack covers all areas of the curriculum and is laid out by subject area with associated headings, 
information and specific links. This is then followed by class activities 
connected to the subject, often using unique archive documents from the 19th century. 

Introduction Page 1 - 2  
 How to use this Education Pack 
  Social, Environmental and Scientific Education - History, Geography and Science Page 5 - 11
   Activities:  Famine Petition - Murder of Denis Mahon - The Workhouse
    Workhouse Unions - 4th Class Housing  
  Arts Education - Visual Arts, Drama and Music Page 12 - 15
   Activities:  National Famine Way Anthem Lyrics - 
   Archive Wheelbarrow Design  - Arts Activity   
  Mathematics Page 16 - 19
   Activities:  Archive Famine Report  - Tarmonbarry Lock Design Archive Drawings

  Language - As Gaeilge Page 20 
  Religion and Ethics Page 21 - 22  
  Physical Education 

  Social, Personal and Health Education Page 24 - 27
   Activity:  Famine Soup Recipe  
 Off-Site Tours and Activities - Schools Special Offers Page 28 - 30  
 Note: Colour scheme for headings - Curricular - orange, Activities - pink  
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To complement this Education Pack please see the Off 
Site Activities and Special Offers at the end of the pack 
where a number of specific visits, tours and workshops 
have been designed to deepen the learning.
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             MAKING HISTORY VISIBLE       MURDER / ASSASSINATION
EMIGRATION                              COFFIN SHIPS                                       NEW LIVES

Welcome to the National Famine Way Education Pack - a highly engaging and interactive Education Pack on the 
most traumatic event in Irish history, exploring all its complexities through the experience of Strokestown’s Missing 
1,490 and their last journey on Irish soil represented by the National Famine Way. It is specifically designed for 
students 8 years upwards with content, activities, fascinating archive documents, experiential learning, unique 
resources and engaging optional off-site activities. This pack is laid out in curricular areas and associated resources 
for ease of use. The pack is designed to broaden and deepen the Great Famine element of your Curriculum. We are 
assuming that the general points of the Great Famine have been covered as per the curriculum; this pack attempts 
to facilitate a ‘dive deeper, dive local’ exploration. 

The National Famine Museum at Strokestown Park House, Co. Roscommon is home to the unique and world 
renowned Strokestown Famine Archive. The discovery of the ‘Ship Lists’ drawn up by Major Denis Mahon for his 
Black ‘47 emigration scheme has led directly to the creation of the National Famine Way. Strokestown’s 1,490 poor 
and hungry tenants were forced to walk the 165 km from Strokestown to the Custom House Quay in Dublin. They 
travelled onward to Liverpool and over a third of them perished crossing the Atlantic in “coffin ships” bound for 
Canada, after which many of them were thrown overboard to a watery grave.
 

The Education Pack covers several curricular areas and is layered with original documents and
evidence from the unique and internationally renowned Strokestown Park Famine Archive and the 

Waterways Ireland Archive. 

ASSOCIATED GENEALOGY PACK
Alongside this main Famine Pack, the second element of the National Famine Way Education Pack is our 

Genealogy Pack where children can explore their own family origins and their place in history. In that 
pack you will also learn more about the Tighes and Quinns - two of Strokestown’s 1,490 Families. 

PARTNERS 

This Education Pack was created by the National Famine Museum at Strokestown Park in association with 
Waterways Ireland, EPIC The Irish Emigration Museum encompassing the Jeanie Johnston Famine Ship 
Experience and the Irish Family History Centre located at EPIC.

Special thanks to our Principals Advisory Committee, for their invaluable input for which we are most grateful - 
Kathryn Keenan - Emper N.S., Carmel Tighe - Strokestown BNS and Colette Mc Manus - Clondra N.S.

This Pack has three elements - The main Education Pack, the Genealogy Pack and the integrated and associated 
Waterways Ireland Learning Zone and EPIC resources and activities which are referenced throughout. 

Literally hundreds of unique resources, at your fingertips.

Explore, Learn, Enjoy!   We would appreciate your feedback sent to info@strokestownpark.ie

‘This museum would be a dead thing, if it did not try to learn some little things from past mistakes and educate.’
                                                                                              Jim Callery, Founder of the National Irish Famine Museum
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All of the facts in this pack are true. It contains real names, real facts, true heartbreaking family stories only 
recently reclaimed, which with hundreds of unique resources make for an evocative and memorable learning 
experience.  

We assume that participants will have:
  - covered the Great Famine element of their curriculum
  - recommend that they have read ‘Under the Hawthorn Tree’ by Marita Conlon-McKenna

The National Famine Way features a digital storybook connected to 32 pairs of Bronze Children’s 
Shoes interspersed along the entire trail and an Anthem by renowned folk singer Declan O’Rourke. 

    The central digital resources are the National Famine Way Website and App.  Before starting you
    should familiarise yourself with all areas of the National Famine Way Website, most especially the
    Shoes Stories and the About the 1490 tabs  www.nationalfamineway.ie . You should also download  
    and familiarise yourself with our National Famine Way App. The App can be downloaded in the App   
    Store on your phone or through this link:  
    https://apps.apple.com/ie/app/the-national-famine-way/id1556882607.    

Each curricular area below guides you to relevant locations on the Website and App. They also give key facts, hands 
on activities and a myriad of other resources along with sign posts for further activities and explorations.    

While key resources and links are given as we go, we also strongly recommend going through the Resources Pages 
at the back and looking at the Off Site Visits and Workshops that are specifically designed to accompany this Pack.

 

GETTING STARTED 

We recommend you start by showing your students these two 40 minute introductory videos. The first features 
Marita Conlon-McKenna on the Shoe Stories and the second Professor Mark Mc Gowan on the National Famine Way 
Trail and our missing 1,490.

Start your educational journey with us by watching Daniel’s Shoe Stories Video and engaging with our App to begin a 
memorable journey of deep learning with a number of experiential threads.

Great Famine Voices - www.greatfaminevoices.ie  is another Strokestown Park Famine focused website well worth 
checking out - it has a wealth of information including Famine Descendants in North America telling their stories.

We also highly recommend watching the engaging docudrama ‘Death or Canada’ by Professor McGowan.

https://youtu.be/XCir6Smn194  https://youtu.be/0DKKVvGKtxY
Page 2
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SCIENCE

 HISTORY HISTORY
•  Download our App

https://apps.apple.com/ie/app/the-national-famine-way/id1556882607         

Daniel’s Story by Marita Conlon-Mc Kenna         

POTATO BLIGHT  - Phytophthora infestans a 
Fungus which:  -  rots potatoes  -  has a bad smell

1840’s no cure - 1860 Scientists discover copper sulphate 
as a cure
www.wesleyjohnston.com/users/ireland/past/famine/blight.html

Epidemic (louse-borne) TYPHUS  - ‘Famine Fever’  
- caused by bacteria - Rickettsia typhi
 - carried by lice and fleas that infect humans
 - spreads rapidly where people gather in groups
 - rash, bleeding, delirium
- 1840’s no cure -  1928 Antibiotics discovered  

Beloved Irish Author of  ‘Under the Hawthorn’  fame has 

written a new book which can be listened to on our  App.

 In ‘Daniel’s Story’ we follow in the footsteps of little 12 

year old Daniel Tighe, one of our 1,490, who walked this very

path, with his family, in May 1847.  This digital storybook has 

32 chapters, each of which connects with a pair of the bronze 

shoes sculptures and can be listened to or read on our App. 

 •  Listen to Daniel recount what he saw as he passed through 

  each area along the trail in 1847
    

Look up buildings from the 1840’s on 

  https://maps.archaeology.ie/HistoricEnvironment/ 

  

Learn about the Tighes and other 1,490 family stories and videos at

 https://nationalfamineway.ie/about-the-1490/the-story-of-the-1490/

  Famine Orphan Stories Video

Learn about the Tighes and Quinns

https://youtu.be/U6H_JLtcS_0

Learn more about Daniel, his Mammy, brothers and 

sisters in the Genealogy Pack

    

Simply click on one of the 32 Bronze 
Shoes and listen to:

• What was happening along the trail    during the Famine
• Little 12 year old Daniel tell his story   
 from Black ‘47 
* Note: Local Histories & Daniel’s Story can also be printed from our website

See how a Famine Petition saved Strokestown Park - page 7

The National Famine Way connects the past to present not only through the Famine and its 
causes but also through the the amazing historic waterway and transport hub that is the 
Royal Canal. Now a peaceful biodiverse environment offering many educational 
opportunities through Waterways Ireland - see Off Site Activities at the end of the pack. 
Also check out local histories on www.askaboutireland.ie

SCIENCE

VIDEOS
Our App & Website also have 
interesting videos of:
• Famous Worldwide Famine    
 Historians
• Well-known Local Historians

Filmed on locations 
along the trail

SOCIAL, ENVIRONMENTAL AND SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION (SESE): 
Science, Geography and History. 

Daniel - 12 yrs

Catherine  - 9 yrs 

www.nationalfamineway.ie
Bringing Places to Life

IRISH HERITAGE TRUST
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EMIGRATIONEMIGRATION

The Irish Poor Law Act in 1838 allowed for the building of  130 Workhouses. 

Families were terrified of the ‘Poorhouse’ and were starving and often 

homeless before going in because:

- On entering they ‘split up’ families into boys / girls / women / men 

who often never saw each other again  - see attached drawings 

-  Famine Fever, dysentery and other diseases spread rapidly      

   due to severe overcrowding 

 
 -  Are there remains of a Workhouse in your County?     

   Some are still in use as County Hospitals 

    
 http://irishworkhousecentre.ie/ 

THE ROYAL CANAL
The Motorway of its day in 1847, it is a 200 year old 

trading and passenger line between Dublin and Longford.

 - completed 1819  -  145.6 km  -  46 Locks  -  90 Bridges  -  closed 1960

 
The Summit (highest point) is at Mullingar.  Large 60 ton freight barges 

took 5 - 6 days to get to Dublin. Small ‘fly’ passenger boats took only 20 

hours!

The Royal Canal is an amazing bio-diverse environment and is now 

Ireland’s longest Greenway.

There are lots of ‘fun facts’ and interesting activities on:

https://learning.waterwaysireland.org/

https://royalcanal.ie/

70
 m

ill
io

n people around the w
orld

c la im Irish herita
ge

SOCIAL, ENVIRONMENTAL AND SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION (SESE)
cont.

Virginius

Quebec

Strokestown Dublin Liverpool

Naomi

Erin’s Queen John Munn

Like Strokestown’s 1,490, those who emigrated risked death 
at every turn. Most Irish people lived in rural areas, far from the 
major ports, meaning that they had to walk miles to reach ships while weakened and malnourished. Once aboard, their 
situation did not improve. Many of the ships were known as ‘coffin 

ships’, because so many passengers passed away during the voyage. 
If they managed to withstand the damp, dark, overcrowding, 
suffocation, disease and months of starvation, the Irish emigrants 
eventually reached their new homelands, where they often faced 
prejudice and hard labour, like many emigrants in Ireland and 
worldwide today.

www.nationalfamineway.ie
Bringing Places to Life

IRISH HERITAGE TRUST
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The document that saved Strokestown Park - Modern History

The Mahons arrived in Strokestown after the Cromwellian invasion of the 1650’s. They ran an Estate 
there until 1979 when a local garage owner and businessman Jim Callery ended their 320 year reign in 

the town. His original intention to sell on the property changed when he stumbled across the 55,000 word 
document Strokestown Park Archive. One of the first documents he put his hands on was the Cloonahee 
Petition. Jim lived in Cloonahee, as had his ancestors for centuries; they had been tenants of the Mahons 

during the famine years. This chance discovery led directly to the founding of the National Famine Museum 
and changed the path of Strokestown Park forever. 

‘....having bought that house and having found that archive he did what very, very few people would do, 
which was accept the responsibility for it. Seems to me to have done so without question. And I think he 

has done so out of a deeply instinctive compassion for his own community, for his own history, for his own 
closure, for Strokestown, for Ireland but also just for people.’

                                              Fintan O’Toole

 '... our families are really and truly suffering in our presence and we cannot much longer withstand 
their cries for food. We have no food for them, our potatoes are rotten and we have no grain. We have 
been turned away from the relief works by the Board of Works supervisor..... We are not for joining in 
anything illegal or contrary to the laws of God or the land unless pressed to by HUNGER.’

Can you read the 
rest of this 
Archive document  
- a Famine plea 
from starving 
tenants?

Imagine what it 
would have been 
like for them.

Imagine what it 
would be like to 
have no food. 

Page 5
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Activity:  MURDER of MAJOR DENIS MAHON of STROKESTOWN PARK
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Here are some facts about Major Mahon:

• He inherited the Estate in 1845
• The Estate was £30,000 in debt           
    How much would this be in today’s money?
The pound had an average inflation rate of 2.80% per year between 1845 and now.

• He appointed John Ross Mahon as his Land Agent
• John Ross reported 11,958 people living on his 11,000 acre Estate
• He strongly recommended an Emigration Scheme to deal with the ‘surplus population’
• 1,490 availed of the Mahon Emigration Scheme
• Mahon paid for extra supplies for his tenants
• We believe Robinson Shipping did not provide these on the transatlantic journey
• On the Virginius and Naomi c. 50% of Strokestown emigrants die
• Word reaches home, people are devastated and angry
• Fr Mc Dermott the Parish Priest is reputed to have said from the pulpit
                                                   ‘Mahon is worse than Cromwell yet he lives’

A couple of days later on Nov 2nd 1847 Major Mahon was shot dead.

Murder Trial and Aftermath 
6 men were arrested - 2 men were hanged 
Evictions were dramatically increased
No further Emigration Schemes
The Mahon Family became absentee landlords for 
the first time

Queen Victoria’s Letter - November 6th 1847 
Major Mahon’s assassination was reported worldwide, being discussed in the British Parliament, Rome 

and North America.
‘.... writing to you to express my horror about the untimely + horrible death of your Father's old friend poor 

Major Mahon .... I read about the dreadful murder in the papers yesterday..... pray express my heartfelt 
sympathy to poor Mrs Mahon.’

One notes that there is no mention of the raging Famine in Queen Victoria’s letter. 

Major Denis Mahon inherited Strokestown Park in 1845. It was a 
sideways inheritance from his cousin ‘Mad Maurice’ who had no children. 

Ex-President, Mary McAleese
Our ex-President's ancestor, Mary Lenehan can be seen in the Strokestown Park's archive list 

of thousands of people who received food-aid daily during the famine in 1846.

Class Debate
Considering all the above facts:

 Was Major Denis Mahon right to set up
an Assisted Emigration Scheme?

Page 6



The document that saved Strokestown Park - Modern History

The Mahons arrived in Strokestown after the Cromwellian invasion of the 1650’s. They ran an Estate 
there until 1979 when a local garage owner and businessman Jim Callery ended their 320 year reign in 

the town. His original intention to sell on the property changed when he stumbled across the 55,000 word 
document Strokestown Park Archive. One of the first documents he put his hands on was the Cloonahee 
Petition. Jim lived in Cloonahee, as had his ancestors for centuries; they had been tenants of the Mahons 

during the famine years. This chance discovery led directly to the founding of the National Famine Museum 
and changed the path of Strokestown Park forever. 

‘....having bought that house and having found that archive he did what very, very few people would do, 
which was accept the responsibility for it. Seems to me to have done so without question. And I think he 

has done so out of a deeply instinctive compassion for his own community, for his own history, for his own 
closure, for Strokestown, for Ireland but also just for people.’

                                              Fintan O’Toole

In July 1838 with the passing of the Act for the More Effectual Relief of the Destitute Poor in Ireland 
the Workhouse system was extended to Ireland. According to the provisions of the act, 130 
workhouses were to be built. 

George Wilkinson was appointed Architect to the Poor Law Commissioners in Ireland from 1839 until 
1855 and was responsible for the design and erection of all 130 Irish Workhouses. He was paid a 
salary of £500 per annum.

Only the destitute chose the Workhouse as, among other things, ‘inmates’ were expected to carry out 
hard labours such as quarrying. Learn more about Workhouses on  http://irishworkhousecentre.ie/  

Activity:  WORKHOUSE - ARCHITECTURAL AND OPERATIONAL DESIGN

How would your 
Family have been split 
up in this design?

Mark the ‘yard’ each 
one of your family 
would have been
sent to.

Imagine what this 
would have felt like.

Make a Model of a 
Workhouse.  

www.nationalfamineway.ie
Bringing Places to Life

IRISH HERITAGE TRUST

See below a map of the 130 Poor Law Union areas, each of which had a Workhouse. A number of 
these large buildings were destroyed and the stones used by the locals for building. Many are still 
standing and a large number were turned into County Hospitals, some still in use by the HSE. Most 
Workhouses had Famine Graveyards nearby.
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See below a map of the 130 Poor Law Union areas, each of which had a Workhouse. A number of 
these large buildings were destroyed and the stones used by the locals for building. Many are still 
standing and a large number were turned into County Hospitals, some still in use by the HSE. Most 
Workhouses had Famine Graveyards nearby.

Is there a Workhouse 
building in your area?

                                                    
Is it in ruins or is it

still being used?

                                                    
Was there a Famine 

Graveyard in your 
area?

                                                    
If so, why not walk to 

or visit the site and 
meet a local historian 

there?

Make a model of a 
mud hut using tree 

branches as a frame.

WHERE WAS THE WORKHOUSE IN YOUR AREA ? 

Activity:  IRISH WORKHOUSE POOR LAW UNIONS

www.nationalfamineway.ie
Bringing Places to Life

IRISH HERITAGE TRUST
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The popular image of 19th century Ireland is the whitewashed thatched cottage. However, the rural  
building of the period was much different; in 1841 nearly 40% of the population were living in the 
worst class of housing made of sod and turf. These dwellings were described as one room mud 
cabins. The last sod and turf houses disappeared in the 1940’s and have faded from popular memory. 

The 19th century Census recorded the type of housing people were living in.   

 House Class Description
   Class 4   Lowers of 4th  Class were comprised all mud cabins having only one room   
 Class 3   Better description of cottage, still of mud but varying from 2 to 4 rooms 
      and windows
 Class 2   Good farmhouse, or in towns in a small street, having 5 to 9 rooms and windows
 Class 1   All houses of a better description than the preceding classes
 

How many rooms are in your house?
Can you imagine living in a one roomed house?

Make a model of a mud hut using tree branches as a frame.  

1st Class Housing  
Major Denis Mahon, Strokestown Park                                          

4th Class Housing  
35 - 50 % of his Tenants lived in Mud Huts                                         

Activity:  1841 CENSUS - 4th CLASS HOUSING 

www.nationalfamineway.ie
Bringing Places to Life

IRISH HERITAGE TRUST

Why mud cabins?
BENEFITS:  Used natural resources that were all around them  

   Tree trunks and branches for frame / stone base up to c. 2 ft for drainage
            / turf sods for the walls / grass to seal the roof

    Almost no cost  /  built within a few days with the assistance of neighbours

In 2018, as part of the National Famine Commemoration, 
University College Cork successfully researched and 
built a replica sod cabin demonstrating that it could be 
constructed rapidly, with limited natural resources, using 
basic skills and at low cost.

Page 9



4th Class Housing  
35 - 50 % of his Tenants lived in Mud Huts                                         

DRAMA & LITERATURE 

The National Famine Way intertwines History with the Arts: not only in our bronze shoe sculptures and visual arts but 
through literature, the dramatic recording of Daniel’s Story, available on our App and also through music with our 
Anthem. Each Trailhead also has a sculpture - the Glass Memorial Wall engraved with the names of our 1,490 in 
Strokestown and the Rowan Gillespie Famine Statues at the Dublin Trailhead.  In Local Histories on our App there is an 
Arts Connect section at the end which lists famous writers, artists and artistic features in each area.

Our bilingual Anthem ‘Go Domhain i do Chuimhne’ is by Declan O Rourke - see lyrics on next page. 
You can listen to the Anthem on the video on our App & Website at Longford 1 - Clondra.

Other moving Musical resources :   On a Single Day  -  Christy Moore    /  Fields of Athenry / The Praties They Grow Small

Read
• ‘Under the Hawthorn Tree’  by Marita Conlon-McKenna
• ‘The Bad Times’  / ‘An Droch Shaol’ a Children’s Graphic Novel by Christine Kinealy
Group improvisation
•  recreate one of the chapters from Under the Hawthorn Tree
•  research, design and make Famine costumes for the scenes  
      Note: Hessian sacks are cheap and easy for costumes                                                                                                                                                                         
• Daniel’s Story - Listen to dramatisation on our App 
• Read Folens - Famine Play 

ARTS EDUCATION: VISUAL ARTS, DRAMA AND MUSIC

THE STORY of the SHOE SCULPTURES

MUSICMUSIC

Listen to the Famine Poems by Eavan Boland, Seamus Heaney and others on Shoe Stories on our App at:  
Roscommon 4 -   Bog Side  /   Westmeath 6 - Nead’s Bridge  /  Roscommon 5 - Tarmonbarry  /  Meath 2 -   Longwood

POETRYPOETRY

DRAMA & LITERATURE

A local farmer found a pair of children’s shoes in the roof of a ruined 
nineteenth-century cottage. He donated them to the National Famine Museum 
at Strokestown Park. We know nothing of the child they belonged to, but local 
folklore holds that such offerings were made to invoke good luck. These evocative 
shoes symbolise the hopeful journey our 1,490 embarked on, the fact that two thirds 
were children. The binding evokes the difficulties they encountered and the eternal bind to 
the place they were leaving. There are plans to further develop the sculptural element of the Trail,  
using not only sculpture but many art forms both temporary and permanent. 

What creative artistic ideas can you come up with for the Bronze Shoes?

• Explore making a temporary sculpture that relates to the Shoes closest to you and place it on the     
 Famine Way
• Make little votive offerings  like flowers, ribbons, coloured stones etc. and leave them around the Shoes 
• Model our bronze shoes in clay
• Make a pair of cardboard Shoes using EPIC’s instructions on page 15

Missing 1,490

www.nationalfamineway.ie
Bringing Places to Life

IRISH HERITAGE TRUST
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GO DOMHAIN I DO CHUIMHNEGO DOMHAIN I DO CHUIMHNE
Go Domhain i do Chuimhne by renowned Irish folk singer Declan 
O'Rourke is the National Famine Way Anthem. It is a bilingual song with 
beautiful lyrics in both Irish and English. It is from Declan's Album 
Chronicles of the Great Irish Famine which was inspired when he found 
out that his grandfather had spent time in the 'Workhouse'. You can listen 
to Go Domhain on our App.

Go domhain i do chuimhne
Go domhain i d’aisling
Go domhain faoi chuisle 
Do shean-chroí

Tá anam ag dó
Anam uasal agus traén
Cuimhnigh,  cuimhnigh
Cuimhnigh

Go domhain roimh an chuimhne
Sular tháinig an Aisling 
Go domhain sa bhfuil
Atá ag rith trid an gcorp

Is muidne an pobal
Is muidne an óige
Sliocht na scoláirí
Is filí ár ndúiche

Cuimhnigh ar ár n-oidhreacht
Coinnigh lámh ar an áileacht 
Coinnigh ceol ár dteanga 
Briomhar agus beo

Ach ná dearmad ár gcathú
Is an dobhrón go léir
Coinnigh lámh ar an méid 
Ar tháinig muid tharais

Más féidir linn cuimhniú
Is teacht ar an tuiscint 
Is más féidir linn tuiscint
Maifear an chroí

Má mhaithimid a chéile
Tiocfaidh borradh agus fás
Cuimhnigh,  cuimhnigh
Cuimhnigh

Deep in your memory
Deep in the dreaming
Deep beneath the beating 
Of your ancient heart          

There burns a spirit
A strong noble spirit 
Remember, remember
Remember                             

Deep beyond memory
Back before the dreaming 
Deep in the blood 
That is flowing through our bodies    

We are the people 
We are the children 
The children of the land 
Of the scholar and the poet 

Remember our heritage 
Hold on to its beauty 
Keep alive the music 
Of our native tongue

But don’t forget our sorrows 
And all of our sadnesses 
Reflect on all 
That we have overcome        

If we can remember 
We can try to understand
If we can understand 
We can learn to forgive

If we can forgive 
We can begin to grow 
Remember, remember
Remember  

www.nationalfamineway.ie
Bringing Places to Life

IRISH HERITAGE TRUST

As well as navvies, there were 
carters who wheeled in barrow 
after barrow of the heavy 
impervious clay to line the bed 
and sides of the canal.
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Study the design of 
the Wheelbarrow.

Consider how 
everything 
was handmade then.

What craftsmanship!

Make a miniature 
model. 

The Wheelbarrow & Spades of the ‘Irish Navvy’ / Navigators

The men who built the canals were known as ‘navigators’, derived from the notion that they were building 
waterways for boats to navigate. Equipped with little more than gunpowder, a pick and a shovel the Irish 
Navvy performed amazing feats of engineering easily digging twelve cubic yards of earth a day and 
removing the clods of earth, clay and rubble with wooden wheelbarrows and hand barrows.
 
The 1814 drawing by engineer John MacMahon for ‘The design of tools and implements’ shows the 
materials and detailed measurements required for their design. The short shaft of the wheelbarrow and 
the short handles on the spade and the shovel all suggest that the Irish Navvy was no taller than 5ft 2 
inches.

As well as navvies, there were 
carters who wheeled in barrow 
after barrow of the heavy 
impervious clay to line the bed 
and sides of the canal.

Activity:  WATERWAYS IRELAND ARCHIVE  - HOW TO BUILD A WHEELBARROW

www.nationalfamineway.ie
Bringing Places to Life

IRISH HERITAGE TRUST

Sometimes at night the poor people breached the canal walls, so they 
would have to be employed to fix them and get some money for food.

App: Meath 2 - Ribbontail Bridge Page 12



Place a sheet of paper, card, or cardboard 

on the floor and step onto it.

Using your foot as a guideline, trace 

around the outline, making sure to leave 

some extra space (approx. 1 – 2 inches) 

between your foot and the line at all 

times!
Repeat so that you have one outline for 

each foot.

Cut out along the traced lines. The two 

shapes you are left with will be the base 

of your shoes!

Now, tracing around these outlines, 

create two more identical shapes on 

paper, card, or cardboard. You should 

now have 2 left feet, and 2 right feet.

Cut one of the left feet and one of the 

right feet outlines in half. These will be 

the top of your shoes!

Now, it’s time for the tricky part – 

attaching the outlines together! 

Using your left foot base outline and 

the front part of the outline that you 

cut, attach them by:

Tape – Attach your shoes by laying 

the top outline on top of the bottom 

base outline and taping along the 

outer edges. Make sure that you 

don’t seal up the middle of the shoe, 

and that you can still slot your foot 

inside. 
String - Attach the two parts of your 

shoes together by cutting small 

holes all around the outside edges of 

the top and bottom outlines, and 

then feeding string through one and 

then the other. Tie the string at both 

ends to make sure the shoes stay 

together!

INSTRUCTIONS
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A lot of the Irish people who walked from Roscommon to Dublin in 1847 didn’t even have 
their own shoes, and had to borrow a donated pair to make the journey. These shoes were 
uncomfortable and difficult to walk in. Get your class thinking about the hardships they would 
have faced in a tactile way by making cardboard shoes. For more activities like this head to 
epicchq.com and download the Great Famine History-at-home resource pack. 
https://epicchq.com/education/online-resources/

Now that you have your shoes, 
it’s time to decorate them
in whatever way you like.

Activity: EPIC The Irish Emigration Museum - Make Cardboard Shoes

www.nationalfamineway.ie
Bringing Places to Life

IRISH HERITAGE TRUST

Take a picture of your creation 
and share it with us at 
info@strokestownpark.ie or 
groups@epicchq.com
or use #nationalfamineway and 
#EPICMuseum on social media
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Sometimes at night the poor people breached the canal walls, so they 
would have to be employed to fix them and get some money for food.

App: Meath 2 - Ribbontail Bridge

The National Famine Way offers a number of innovative ways in which 
mathematical skills can be developed by engaging with archive documents 
and the engineering of the Royal Canal.  Active learning can be encouraged 
along with an understanding of how mathematical concepts are used to 
share ideas and their importance in decision and design making 
processes.  

MATHEMATICS

Major Denis Mahon’s Emigration Scheme - 
Crunching the Numbers & Data

2/3 of our 1,490 were women and children
 
- How many women and children were
 there on the Strokestown Assisted
 Emigration Scheme?
 

Workhouse or Ships?

John Ross Mahon was the Estate Agent who 
wrote a report advising Major Denis Mahon that 
the cheapest way to get rid of his ‘surplus 
population’ was with an ‘assisted emigration scheme.’ See the following Archive documents and maths activities where he 
lays out the cost of the Workhouse tax he would have to pay against the cost of the Emigration Scheme.

www.nationalfamineway.ie
Bringing Places to Life

IRISH HERITAGE TRUST

In 2004 the population of the Republic of Ireland was in excess of 4 million for the first time 
since 1871. The population of the island of Ireland is now at approximately the same figure as 

the mid-1860s. 

 
Ireland is the only country in the developed world whose population

is below the level of the mid-nineteenth century.  

POPULATION EXPLOSIONPOPULATION EXPLOSION
From the 1600’s to 1840 Ireland experienced a population explosion.  Work out the percentage increase or decrease.
What effect did the Famine have on the Irish population?
 
1600  -  1.4 mill   /    1700  -  2.9 mill    /  1800 - 5.57 mill   /  1841 - 8.18 mill   /  1851 - 6.55 mill
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EUREKA - MATHEMATICAL MOMENT
ALONG THE ROYAL CANAL 

• EUREKA - MATHEMATICAL MOMENT
ALONG THE ROYAL CANAL 

          
Mathematical genius Sir William Rowan Hamilton invented his famous ‘quaternions’ 

formula while walking along the Canal in 1843. He rushed forward 
and carved it into a Canal Bridge wall - i2=j2=k2=ijk=-1 

This famous formula is said by some to be the 
basis for modern computer language. It is used 

in a range of processes today from computer 
graphics to space travel and is even likely 
to be in the software running your phone.  

To learn more about this amazing 
Mathematician, listen to our App at:  

Dub Fingal 3 - Ashtown 10th Lock

MATHEMATICS cont.

www.nationalfamineway.ie
Bringing Places to Life

IRISH HERITAGE TRUST

TRAIL DISTANCESTRAIL DISTANCES
- Work out how much of the 165 km National Famine Way Trail goes through your     
 nearest county.

- What is the distance between each town along the trail?

- Walking at 5 km per hour how long would it take you to get from one town to the next?

- Map out the towns and distances.

https://royalcanal.ie/royal-canal-greenway/distance-table/

Interrogate the Archive Architectural drawings on page 19 for: Measurements   -   Shape   -  Space  -  Volumes of water   

‘Navvies’  were masters at blasting rocks, heaving barrows, carting rubble and ‘puddling’ the canal beds; each task was 
rife with hazards with constant noise and movement and many lost lives and limbs in the process.

Work started on the Tarmonbarry Lock on the 17th September 1844 and was completed in July 1847. Numerous floods 
delayed the project. An average of 286 men worked at Tarmonbarry which included the building of the bridge. Our 1,490 
would have seen these men doing the final works in May 1847 as they passed over the Tarmonbarry bridge.

THE IRISH NAVVIES - BUILDING IRELAND’S WATERWAYS
-  TARMONBARRY LOCK  

  

THE IRISH NAVVIES - BUILDING IRELAND’S WATERWAYS
-  TARMONBARRY LOCK  
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EUREKA - MATHEMATICAL MOMENT
ALONG THE ROYAL CANAL 

• EUREKA - MATHEMATICAL MOMENT
ALONG THE ROYAL CANAL 

          
Mathematical genius Sir William Rowan Hamilton invented his famous ‘quaternions’ 

formula while walking along the Canal in 1843. He rushed forward 
and carved it into a Canal Bridge wall - i2=j2=k2=ijk=-1 

This famous formula is said by some to be the 
basis for modern computer language. It is used 

in a range of processes today from computer 
graphics to space travel and is even likely 
to be in the software running your phone.  

To learn more about this amazing 
Mathematician, listen to our App at:  

Dub Fingal 3 - Ashtown 10th Lock

- Work out how much of the 165 km National Famine Way Trail goes through your     
 nearest county.

- What is the distance between each town along the trail?

- Walking at 5 km per hour how long would it take you to get from one town to the next?

- Map out the towns and distances.

https://royalcanal.ie/royal-canal-greenway/distance-table/

‘The cost of keeping a pauper in the
Roscommon Poorhouse averages about

 ‘2 / 9’ per week - £ 7- 3 - 0 p an. The cost of 
emigration averages £ 3 - 12 - 0 per head

being a difference of £ 3 - 11 - 0 
in favour of emigration in the first

year and all other cost of support waived.
The cost of clearing the surplus

population of the townlands named ......’

Continue reading the Archive document below to discover how Maths and the calculation of costs and figures 
played a key part in Major Mahon’s decision. However, he did dither and question his Land Agent John Ross Mahon 
on the idea of an Emigration Scheme. John Ross threatened to resign if he did not go ahead with it and Major 
Mahon gave in. Tenants who were about to be evicted for not paying rent were given the option to apply for the 
scheme.

Activity:  STROKESTOWN ARCHIVE -  JOHN ROSS MAHON REPORT

www.nationalfamineway.ie
Bringing Places to Life
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• How much did   
 he save?  

• What would    
 the equivalent   
 cost be today?  

• Explore the old  
 money of
 pounds,      
 shillings &    
 pence.

Page 16
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• EUREKA - MATHEMATICAL MOMENT
ALONG THE ROYAL CANAL 

          
Mathematical genius Sir William Rowan Hamilton invented his famous ‘quaternions’ 

formula while walking along the Canal in 1843. He rushed forward 
and carved it into a Canal Bridge wall - i2=j2=k2=ijk=-1 

This famous formula is said by some to be the 
basis for modern computer language. It is used 

in a range of processes today from computer 
graphics to space travel and is even likely 
to be in the software running your phone.  

To learn more about this amazing 
Mathematician, listen to our App at:  

Dub Fingal 3 - Ashtown 10th Lock

Along with Navvies and carters others 
worked as quarrymen, dragging in great 
chunks of limestone. Stonemasons then cut 
and shaped this into the durable stones to 
build bridges, lock chambers and lock-
keepers houses. Woodsmen cut down the 
oak trees; carpenters hewed them into lock 
gates; while blacksmiths and wheelwrights 
were also on hand.

To learn more about this amazing
Mathematician, listen to our App at: 

Dub Fingal 3 - Ashtown 10th Lock

Activity: WATERWAYS IRELAND ARCHIVE  - TARMONBARRY LOCK

www.nationalfamineway.ie
Bringing Places to Life

IRISH HERITAGE TRUST

Impact of the Famine and new Primary School System on the Irish Language  
The Irish language was spoken by the vast majority of the Irish people for most of our history. In the 1600’s the 
native Irish lost control over most of the land to English colonists. The Mahons came to Strokestown in the 1650’s.  
As political power shifted there was a huge decline in the fortunes of the Irish language.
 
Nevertheless, on the eve of the Great Famine, half of Ireland was Irish speaking, including counties like 
Roscommon which had many native Irish speakers. 

The new national school system, introduced in the 1830s, was used to spread the speaking of English.
It was English language only and it stigmatised the speaking of Irish while making English the language of literacy.
 
The death and emigration caused by the famine devastated the poor Irish speaking communities and the spread of 
English gathered pace, so that by the end of the century, the survival of Irish was under threat. 
 
Douglas Hyde, a Roscommon native and  Ireland’s first President, learned  Irish as a youth from neighbouring 
farmers and recognised its unique value. He later founded the Gaelic League, in 1893, to encourage wider use of the 
Irish language and appreciation of its literature and song.

AUDIO APP  -  As Gaelige
Irish features in a number of locations on our Audio App 

           Roscommon 4 - Bog Side     - Local History - Na Fataí Bána
           Longford 1       - Clondra       - Go Domhain i do Chuimhne - Declan O Rourke
           Meath 3  - Enfield Bridge      - Video as gaeilge -  Famine Pots 
           Meath 4  - Moyvalley Bridge - Video in Gaelic & English - Famine & the Irish Language

Roscommon Poet Peatsaí Ó Callanán (1791-1865) wrote "Na Fataí Bána" ["The White Potatoes"], a thirty-three 
verse lament on the state of Ireland in 1846. He also famously put ‘Blind Raftery’ to shame in a poetry duel.

See Arts Resources - Go Domhain i do Chuimhne in Gaelic & English on page 13
        The Bad Times, a children’s graphic novel by Christine Kinealy is also available in Irish ‘An Dhroach Shaol’
         Available from Cork University Press, its comic book style is a nice easy way of introducing a novel,            
         featuring children, as Gaeilge. 

Towns and villages in your area
From 1830, just before the Famine,  Irish civilians were employed for the purpose of deciding a suitable English 
language spelling for the names of towns and townlands. The vast majority of the names originated in the Irish 
language and the standardised forms were to be anglicisations.

There are many examples, here are a few of the more common ones:       Baile_________ became Bally__________,
Cill___________ became Kil____________         Dún_________ became Dun___________ or Down__________. etc.

                              Explore where the names of the Towns and Villages in your area and County came from.
See if you can guess which towns are listed here? 

https://www.logainm.ie/   https://www.osi.ie/education/third-level-and-academic/history-of-place-names/
That Place We Call Home - A journey through the place names of Ireland by John Creedon

• Interrogate the following Archive Architectural drawings studying Measurements -  Shape - Space - Volumes of water 
• Check out Waterways Ireland Teachers Pack on Locks &  Bridges:             
      https://learning.waterwaysireland.org/Resources%20Assets/Locks%20and%20Bridges.pdf 
• Watch a lock in action on
 https://learning.waterwaysireland.org/videos
• You might also consider a visit to a Lock which Waterways offers as part of their Engineers Week each year.
 

BUILDING A LOCK   - WATERWAYS IRELAND ARCHIVE
 
  

BUILDING A LOCK   - WATERWAYS IRELAND ARCHIVE
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Mathematical genius Sir William Rowan Hamilton invented his famous ‘quaternions’ 

formula while walking along the Canal in 1843. He rushed forward 
and carved it into a Canal Bridge wall - i2=j2=k2=ijk=-1 

This famous formula is said by some to be the 
basis for modern computer language. It is used 

in a range of processes today from computer 
graphics to space travel and is even likely 
to be in the software running your phone.  

To learn more about this amazing 
Mathematician, listen to our App at:  

Dub Fingal 3 - Ashtown 10th Lock

Along with Navvies and carters others 
worked as quarrymen, dragging in great 
chunks of limestone. Stonemasons then cut 
and shaped this into the durable stones to 
build bridges, lock chambers and lock-
keepers houses. Woodsmen cut down the 
oak trees; carpenters hewed them into lock 
gates; while blacksmiths and wheelwrights 
were also on hand.

To learn more about this amazing
Mathematician, listen to our App at: 

Dub Fingal 3 - Ashtown 10th Lock

There are a number of connecting points with this curricular area -  in Music, Poetry & Song - which can 
be integrated and explored. 

“Poetry, music and dancing stopped. They lost and forgot them all ... The Famine killed everything.” 
Paddy’s Lament, Thomas Michael Gallagher 

LANGUAGE:  AS GAEILGE                  

Impact of the Famine and new Primary School System on the Irish Language  
The Irish language was spoken by the vast majority of the Irish people for most of our history. In the 1600’s the 
native Irish lost control over most of the land to English colonists. The Mahons came to Strokestown in the 1650’s.  
As political power shifted there was a huge decline in the fortunes of the Irish language.
 
Nevertheless, on the eve of the Great Famine, half of Ireland was Irish speaking, including counties like 
Roscommon which had many native Irish speakers. 

The new national school system, introduced in the 1830s, was used to spread the speaking of English.
It was English language only and it stigmatised the speaking of Irish while making English the language of literacy.
 
The death and emigration caused by the famine devastated the poor Irish speaking communities and the spread of 
English gathered pace, so that by the end of the century, the survival of Irish was under threat. 
 
Douglas Hyde, a Roscommon native and  Ireland’s first President, learned  Irish as a youth from neighbouring 
farmers and recognised its unique value. He later founded the Gaelic League, in 1893, to encourage wider use of the 
Irish language and appreciation of its literature and song.

AUDIO APP  -  As Gaelige
Irish features in a number of locations on our Audio App 

           Roscommon 4 - Bog Side     - Local History - Na Fataí Bána
           Longford 1       - Clondra       - Go Domhain i do Chuimhne - Declan O Rourke
           Meath 3  - Enfield Bridge      - Video as gaeilge -  Famine Pots 
           Meath 4  - Moyvalley Bridge - Video in Gaelic & English - Famine & the Irish Language

Roscommon Poet Peatsaí Ó Callanán (1791-1865) wrote "Na Fataí Bána" ["The White Potatoes"], a thirty-three 
verse lament on the state of Ireland in 1846. He also famously put ‘Blind Raftery’ to shame in a poetry duel.

See Arts Resources - Go Domhain i do Chuimhne in Gaelic & English on page 13
        The Bad Times, a children’s graphic novel by Christine Kinealy is also available in Irish ‘An Dhroach Shaol’
         Available from Cork University Press, its comic book style is a nice easy way of introducing a novel,            
         featuring children, as Gaeilge. 

Towns and villages in your area
From 1830, just before the Famine,  Irish civilians were employed for the purpose of deciding a suitable English 
language spelling for the names of towns and townlands. The vast majority of the names originated in the Irish 
language and the standardised forms were to be anglicisations.

There are many examples, here are a few of the more common ones:       Baile_________ became Bally__________,
Cill___________ became Kil____________         Dún_________ became Dun___________ or Down__________. etc.

                              Explore where the names of the Towns and Villages in your area and County came from.
See if you can guess which towns are listed here? 

https://www.logainm.ie/   https://www.osi.ie/education/third-level-and-academic/history-of-place-names/
That Place We Call Home - A journey through the place names of Ireland by John Creedon

www.nationalfamineway.ie
Bringing Places to Life
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PROVIDENTALISM VERSUS HUMANISM         

Religion and ethical beliefs led a number of key players to respond in very different ways to the Great Famine. 

RELIGION & ETHICAL BELIEFS

www.nationalfamineway.ie
Bringing Places to Life

IRISH HERITAGE TRUST

Providentalism is a belief that the power of God (or Providence) and His plan is beyond the control and sometimes 
understanding of humans and cannot be interfered with.  Unfortunately, Charles Trevelyan, Secretary of the Treasury 
and the man who held the purse strings over Irish Famine relief, was a Providentalist. As a result the British 
Government's response during this crisis was totally inadequate and bordering on negligent. 
 

“[The Famine] is a punishment from God for an idle, ungrateful, and rebellious country;
 an indolent and un-self-reliant people. The Irish are suffering from an affliction of God’s providence.”

        Charles Trevelyan, 1847 
 
Humanism is a belief that human needs and values are more important than religious beliefs. Humanists often follow 
the Confucian Golden Rule, ‘Do unto others as you would have them do unto you’, which means trying to 
empathise with other people, including those who may be very different from us.

 
There were many people and groups with ‘humanist’ tendencies who battled against the weak 
Government response and risked their own lives to help the starving poor. 

Most notable were the Quakers, also called Friends:
 -  Set up Soup Kitchens all over Ireland 
 -  Worked tirelessly to ease the pain and suffering of others
 
There are many other unlikely and almost forgotten heroes, 
such as Polish Count Strezlecki
 -  Set up a system feeding Children in the Schools 
 -  Distributed Relief for the British Relief Association 
 
Choctaw Native Americans who collected $170 to send to Ireland.   
It was a lot of money back in 1847. 

$100 in 1847 is worth $3,256.76 in 2021. 
How much is the 1847 Choctaw gift worth in 2021?

‘It is a long road that has no turning.’

This old Irish proverb rang true in 2020 when the Irish donated more than any other country – a total €2.5 million – 
to the Native American Covid pandemic appeal. Many cited their reason as being the kindness of the Choctaw Nation 
during the Famine. 

https://www.irishtimes.com/news/ireland/irish-news/irish-people-donate-2-5m-to-native-american-tribe-devastated-by-coronavirus-1.4414963

 
The National Famine Way was inspired in part by the Choctaw Nation "Trail of Tears".

You can learn about these and other Famine Heroes from Christine Kinealy on this link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eEs4YazNJCA&t=37s 

PROVIDENTALISM VERSUS HUMANISM         

FAMINE HEROESFAMINE HEROES
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Religion and ethical beliefs led a number of key players to respond in very different ways to the Great Famine. 

Providentalism is a belief that the power of God (or Providence) and His plan is beyond the control and sometimes 
understanding of humans and cannot be interfered with.  Unfortunately, Charles Trevelyan, Secretary of the Treasury 
and the man who held the purse strings over Irish Famine relief, was a Providentalist. As a result the British 
Government's response during this crisis was totally inadequate and bordering on negligent. 
 

“[The Famine] is a punishment from God for an idle, ungrateful, and rebellious country;
 an indolent and un-self-reliant people. The Irish are suffering from an affliction of God’s providence.”

        Charles Trevelyan, 1847 
 
Humanism is a belief that human needs and values are more important than religious beliefs. Humanists often follow 
the Confucian Golden Rule, ‘Do unto others as you would have them do unto you’, which means trying to 
empathise with other people, including those who may be very different from us.

This old Irish proverb rang true in 2020 when the Irish donated more than any other country – a total €2.5 million – 
to the Native American Covid pandemic appeal. Many cited their reason as being the kindness of the Choctaw Nation 
during the Famine. 

https://www.irishtimes.com/news/ireland/irish-news/irish-people-donate-2-5m-to-native-american-tribe-devastated-by-coronavirus-1.4414963

 
The National Famine Way was inspired in part by the Choctaw Nation "Trail of Tears".

You can learn about these and other Famine Heroes from Christine Kinealy on this link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eEs4YazNJCA&t=37s 

ETHICS of EXPORTING FOODSTUFFS

Proselytising is to convert or attempt to convert someone from one religion, belief, or opinion to another.

RELIGION & ETHICAL BELIEFS cont.

www.nationalfamineway.ie
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ETHICS of EXPORTING FOODSTUFFS

SOUPERS - TAKING THE SOUPSOUPERS - TAKING THE SOUP

Page 20

Along with the Quaker and Government Soup Kitchens, one feature of the Famine was the setting up of Soup Kitchens 
for the starving poor by a number of Protestant groups with the condition that if you ‘took the Soup’ you would 
convert from being Catholic to being Protestant.

Families who chose to do this because of starvation were often shunned by their friends and neighbours who called 
them ‘Soupers’, meaning traitors. 
 
Listen to Cathal Póirtéir at the Famine Pot in Enfield:

 - speak about ‘Famine Pots’ used to make the Soup

 - App - Video - Meath 3 - Enfield Bridge
 
Avail of the Off Site Visit to Strokestown Park where the Workshop includes tasting Soyer‘s Soup and Maize Bread.
See following information on the Recipe for Soyer’s Soup on page 27.

NAMING THE FAMINE:  

 - The Great Famine - in Ireland 
 - An Gorta Mór - in Irish translating as The Great Hunger
 - The Great Hunger - in North America
 
There was much debate about naming this catastrophe event a ‘Famine’, as while the potatoes had failed there was 
much other foodstuffs available in the country which were not diverted to ease the suffering of the poor. 
 
The Government did import ‘Indian Meal’ or ‘Yalla meal’ as it became known due to its yellow colour. Not nearly 
enough was imported and it was greatly distrusted by the Irish poor as it was hard and coarse and many suffered 
stomach ache and illness because it was not properly cooked and therefore not easily digested. It was mainly used to 
make Maize Bread. 
 
We know our 1,490 would have watched barges of grain and other goods being transported alongside them on
 the Canal, under armed guard.   
 • Barges of foodstuffs being delivered down the country to rich people. 
 • Barges of grain heading for England. 

 

Listen to Christy Moore sing  ‘In a Single Day’ - 

listing the exports from Cork City on just 1 day in 1847.

 

        -  Food shortages exports had been stopped 
        -  Ddistilleries had been closed

 

The British Government, mostly, decided to take a ‘laissez faire’ approach. 
Find out what ‘laissez faire’  means.



This old Irish proverb rang true in 2020 when the Irish donated more than any other country – a total €2.5 million – 
to the Native American Covid pandemic appeal. Many cited their reason as being the kindness of the Choctaw Nation 
during the Famine. 

https://www.irishtimes.com/news/ireland/irish-news/irish-people-donate-2-5m-to-native-american-tribe-devastated-by-coronavirus-1.4414963

 
The National Famine Way was inspired in part by the Choctaw Nation "Trail of Tears".

You can learn about these and other Famine Heroes from Christine Kinealy on this link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eEs4YazNJCA&t=37s 

The National Famine Way is in essence a Pilgrim Walk and we recommend walking a stretch of the Trail 
as part of your PE Program which fits well under the ‘outdoor and adventure activities’ strand.
Or walk a stretch of a canal or riverbank near you. This experience will aid overall development by encour-
aging pupils to engage with the wonderful outdoor amenity that is their local Waterway and aiding them to 
lead full, active and healthy lives.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION  (PE) 

WALKING IN THE FOOTSTEPS of our MISSING 1,490 WALKING IN THE FOOTSTEPS of our MISSING 1,490 
NATIONAL FAMINE WAYNATIONAL FAMINE WAY

“To tell a story is always to invoke ghosts,
to open a space through which something other returns.”

Wolfrey (Victorian Hauntings)

You may consider walking a stretch of the National Famine Way that is
nearest to you, or including it as part of your School Tour. See the off-site
activity visits and tailored workshops on offer from our partner museums 
listed at the end of this pack, which may appeal to you as part of your 
School Tour. 

Then you could:

• Listen to Daniel’s Story and Local History so you can look around
 and understand what he saw - often now derelict buildings.
• If your class has availed of the Official Pack & Passport they should
 proceed to the nearest stamping location to collect their stamp.

For information on Special Schools Offer please see the flyer at the end of 
this pack. 

To see the entire National Famine Way Trail, click
https://nationalfamineway.ie/ to view the expandable map on the homepage.
It is also available on the National Famine Way App in both interactive and 
static formats on the main menu. 

Explore your local Waterway:
 
• Walk a 5 km stretch where possible
• Arrange to meet a local historian and learn about the Famine in your area
• Sensory Landscapes:    What can you see?   What colours dominate?
 Close your eyes: What can you hear?  birds / animals / water / wind / traffic?
  What sounds dominate?
 Eyes still closed: What can you feel?    sun / wind / rain 
                              What can you smell?

     How many of these would have been the same during the Famine?

Daniel - 12 yrs
Catherine  - 9 yrs 
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Prior to the Irish Famine and during the massive population explosion, potatoes - in particular the Lumper Potato - 
allowed the poorest to survive. 

 
Why potatoes?  -  They are by far the most nutritious food that grows easily in Irish soil and conditions.

A potato is extremely nutritious: The percentage of nutrients according to the U.S. recommended daily allowances are 
as follows in a five-ounce potato: 

Protein-6  |  Vitamin C-35  |  Thiamin-4  |  Riboflavin-2  |  Niacin-10 | Iron-10 | Vitamin B6-20
Folacin-8  |  Phosphorus-8  |  Magnesium-8  |  Zinc-4  |  Copper-10  |  Iodine-15 

 
25% of the population were thought to be living on potatoes alone and eating up to 

14 pounds per day as their staple diet. 

                        
   Can you imagine eating that amount of potatoes?           
             •  Weigh out 14 pounds of potatoes.
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This old Irish proverb rang true in 2020 when the Irish donated more than any other country – a total €2.5 million – 
to the Native American Covid pandemic appeal. Many cited their reason as being the kindness of the Choctaw Nation 
during the Famine. 

https://www.irishtimes.com/news/ireland/irish-news/irish-people-donate-2-5m-to-native-american-tribe-devastated-by-coronavirus-1.4414963

 
The National Famine Way was inspired in part by the Choctaw Nation "Trail of Tears".

You can learn about these and other Famine Heroes from Christine Kinealy on this link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eEs4YazNJCA&t=37s 

You may consider walking a stretch of the National Famine Way that is
nearest to you, or including it as part of your School Tour. See the off-site
activity visits and tailored workshops on offer from our partner museums 
listed at the end of this pack, which may appeal to you as part of your 
School Tour. 

Then you could:

• Listen to Daniel’s Story and Local History so you can look around
 and understand what he saw - often now derelict buildings.
• If your class has availed of the Official Pack & Passport they should
 proceed to the nearest stamping location to collect their stamp.

For information on Special Schools Offer please see the flyer at the end of 
this pack. 

To see the entire National Famine Way Trail, click
https://nationalfamineway.ie/ to view the expandable map on the homepage.
It is also available on the National Famine Way App in both interactive and 
static formats on the main menu. 

The SPHE curriculum is covered previously in a number of curricular cross over areas.  This section speaks 
mostly to wellbeing and promoting active and responsible citizenship.

It is true to say that wellbeing and a sense of belonging vanished for the poorest people during the Famine.

SOCIAL, PERSONAL AND HEALTH EDUCATION   (SPHE)
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THEN & NOW - CURRENT EMIGRATIONTHEN & NOW - CURRENT EMIGRATION

‘Our past is their present and it simply isn’t good enough.’ 
 
Famine is said to result from a triple failure:    

   1.  failure in food production   

   2.  failure in access to food   

   3.  failure in official response to 1 & 2 

What would it be like to have to leave your home and end up in a 
foreign country and try to fit into someone else’s world?
 
- Where they speak a different language
- With no home and little money
- Having to start all over again from nothing  

Sadly, like our 1,490, there are many modern day immigrants fleeing 
from danger.  And like our 1,490 it is often women and children who 
suffer most. 
 

 Is there an immigrant centre near you? 
 How could you support / engage with them? 
 How would you welcome them to our country? 

WELLBEING - HOW DID PEOPLE SURVIVE DURING THE FAMINE?WELLBEING - HOW DID PEOPLE SURVIVE DURING THE FAMINE?
Prior to the Irish Famine and during the massive population explosion, potatoes - in particular the Lumper Potato - 

allowed the poorest to survive. 
 

Why potatoes?  -  They are by far the most nutritious food that grows easily in Irish soil and conditions.
A potato is extremely nutritious: The percentage of nutrients according to the U.S. recommended daily allowances are 

as follows in a five-ounce potato: 
Protein-6  |  Vitamin C-35  |  Thiamin-4  |  Riboflavin-2  |  Niacin-10 | Iron-10 | Vitamin B6-20

Folacin-8  |  Phosphorus-8  |  Magnesium-8  |  Zinc-4  |  Copper-10  |  Iodine-15 
 

25% of the population were thought to be living on potatoes alone and eating up to 
14 pounds per day as their staple diet. 

                        
   Can you imagine eating that amount of potatoes?           
             •  Weigh out 14 pounds of potatoes.
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THEN & NOW - CURRENT WORLD HUNGER

WHAT PEOPLE HAD TO DO TO SAVE THEIR FAMILIES FROM STARVATION   

SOCIAL, PERSONAL AND HEALTH EDUCATION  (SPHE) cont.
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People did not realise the Famine would last year after year from 1845 - 1851. Previous food shortages had often lasted 
for only a year. Many were not able to make it to a Soup Kitchen - see following Recipe for Soyer’s Soup on page 27.
 
At first people:

 - Ate their cow / chickens etc.- if they had one.   What do you think resulted from this? 

 - Ate the seed potatoes they kept for planting.    What do you think resulted from this? 

 - Sold or pawned farming implements / household goods / clothes. 

Remember landlords held all ‘Gaming Rights’  and as such owned the fish stock in the lakes. Poachers were 
severely punished. During the Famine many larger farmers had ‘Watchmen’ in their fields. 

 

Black ‘47 was the worst year of the Famine. Unexpectedly the blight hit hard again when most supports had been 

taken away. As many people had already employed the above means to survive thus far, they now had to:

    -  Poach and kill all sorts of wild animals

    -  Try to trap and kill birds

    -  Forage for herbs, berries, birds eggs, etc.

    -  Steal turnips and other crops from those who had them

    -  Bloodlet to drink cows’ blood and use it to mix in meal

    -  Finally, desperate people turned to nettles, grass and seaweed

 

THEN & NOW - CURRENT WORLD HUNGER
 

Are there famines’ in other parts of the world in the 2020s? 

Check out more startling facts at  https://www.globalhungerindex.org/#key-figures

Why not book a Concern Workshop for your School?

- Do we waste food now? 

- Are there people in Ireland who do not have enough to eat now? 

- What can you do to help?

FOOD CLOUD IRELAND

FoodCloud is a non-profit social enterprise with a vision of a world where 

no good food goes to waste.

Learn more at https://food.cloud

2021 food emergencies affect  - Yemen, South Sudan, Somalia, Nigeria and Ethiopia
40 Countries  -  serious levels of Hunger

690 million people malnourished 
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Prior to the Irish Famine and during the massive population explosion, potatoes - in particular the Lumper Potato - 
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People did not realise the Famine would last year after year from 1845 - 1851. Previous food shortages had often lasted 
for only a year. Many were not able to make it to a Soup Kitchen - see following Recipe for Soyer’s Soup on page 27.
 
At first people:

 - Ate their cow / chickens etc.- if they had one.   What do you think resulted from this? 

 - Ate the seed potatoes they kept for planting.    What do you think resulted from this? 

 - Sold or pawned farming implements / household goods / clothes. 

Remember landlords held all ‘Gaming Rights’  and as such owned the fish stock in the lakes. Poachers were 
severely punished. During the Famine many larger farmers had ‘Watchmen’ in their fields. 

 

Black ‘47 was the worst year of the Famine. Unexpectedly the blight hit hard again when most supports had been 

taken away. As many people had already employed the above means to survive thus far, they now had to:

    -  Poach and kill all sorts of wild animals

    -  Try to trap and kill birds

    -  Forage for herbs, berries, birds eggs, etc.

    -  Steal turnips and other crops from those who had them

    -  Bloodlet to drink cows’ blood and use it to mix in meal

    -  Finally, desperate people turned to nettles, grass and seaweed

 

THEN & NOW - CURRENT WORLD HUNGER
 

Are there famines’ in other parts of the world in the 2020s? 

Check out more startling facts at  https://www.globalhungerindex.org/#key-figures

Why not book a Concern Workshop for your School?

- Do we waste food now? 

- Are there people in Ireland who do not have enough to eat now? 

- What can you do to help?

FOOD CLOUD IRELAND

FoodCloud is a non-profit social enterprise with a vision of a world where 

no good food goes to waste.

Learn more at https://food.cloud

ZERO HUNGER by  2030 

SOCIAL, PERSONAL AND HEALTH EDUCATION  (SPHE) cont.
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ZERO HUNGER by  2030 
 

Not everyone is as lucky as we are. One in nine people worldwide still do not have enough to eat. 

Food and food-related assistance lie at the heart of the struggle to break the cycle of hunger and poverty. 

The World Food Programme (WFP) - https://www.wfp.org/ - is the leading humanitarian organization saving lives by 

delivering food assistance in emergencies worldwide. 

In 2015 the global community adopted 17 Global Goals for Sustainable Development to improve people’s lives 

by 2030. 

Goal 2
Zero Hunger – pledges to end hunger, achieve food security, improve nutrition and promote 

sustainable agriculture. 

 

UNICEF Ireland -  Saving Lives, Building Futures 

UNICEF, also known as the United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund, is a United Nations agency 

responsible for providing humanitarian and developmental aid to children worldwide.

Learn more about its work with Children -  https://www.unicef.ie/

Integrated Food Security Phase 
Classification 
(IPC) Acute Food Insecurity Phases

Phase 1: None/Minimal

Phase 2: Stressed

Phase 3: Acute Food and Livelihood Crisis

Phase 4: Humanitarian Emergency

Phase 5: Famine/Humanitarian Catastrophe

Number and Prevalence (%) of undernourished in 
the World

1990-1992 – 1,010.6 million (18.6% of the world)

2005 – 825.6 million (12.6% of the world)

2010 – 668.2 million (9.6% of the world)

2015 – 653.3 million (8.9% of the world)

2016 – 657.6 million (8.8% of the world)

2017 – 653.2 million (8.7% of the world)

2018 – 678.1 million (8.9% of the world)

2019 (projected) – 687.8 million (8.9% of the world)
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The British Government gave up on the Public Works Relief.  The Soup Kitchen Act of February 1847 or, “Act for the 
Temporary Relief of Destitute Persons in Ireland”, saw the opening of Soup Kitchens in the 130 Poor Law Unions. 
Sadly, they were temporary as the official soup kitchens were closed in early August of 1847. 

A celebrated French Chef named Alexis Soyer, culinary darling of London, came to Dublin in April 1847 to set up a 
huge soup kitchen and a scheme to help feed the starving population. Britons regarded him as a saviour. But his 
giant vats of soup went down less well here, despite his efforts to put his scientific methods to good use.

Soyer was a walking contradiction. He was concerned about Ireland’s “dreadful calamity of starvation”. He strad-
dled two worlds, one of reformist concern for the poor, the other of serving the appetites of the rich. He catered for 
2,000 at Queen Victoria’s coronation breakfast. 

But Soyer believed he had devised a palatable soup that was easy to prepare, “of trifling expense” and, if properly 
administered, capable of helping to arrest the crisis. Soyer claimed a meal of this soup once a day, together with a 
biscuit, was sufficient to sustain the strength of a strong healthy man.

 
See what you think of his Recipe:

Qtr leg of beef.
2 gallons of water.

3 ounces of dripping.
2 onions and any other vegetable.

2 pounds of flour.
Half pound of pearl barley.

3 ounces of salt.
Half pound of brown sugar.

 
100 tons, he promised, could be made for just £1.

 

The archbishop of Tuam referred to it as a 
“worthless mass of roots and warm water”. 

 

Soup Kitchens were streamlined - in many a bell was 
rung and 100 paupers at a time entered, said grace, 
ate, cleaned their bowls and left with a biscuit. 
They were allowed six minutes to eat. One spectator, 
Sir John Burgoyne, likened this method of eating 
to watching chained animals.  In the Dublin 
Soup Kitchen and likely others the aim was 
to have 1,000 diners per hour and 5,000 per day, 
but soon many kitchens were serving 8000 - 
9000 meals per day.
 

Activity: FAMINE SOUP RECIPE - by FRENCH CHEF ALEXIS SOYER

www.nationalfamineway.ie
Bringing Places to Life

IRISH HERITAGE TRUST
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OFF-SITE ACTIVITIES
Connected Trips & Deeper Learning Experiences

Visit the National Famine Museum at
Strokestown Park   www.strokestownpark.ie 
   
Take a Tour of the Palladian Manor House, National Famine Museum & Victorian Pleasure 
Gardens. Visit the National Famine Way TrailHead and Glass Wall Memorial inscribed with the 
names of our Missing 1,490.
OPTIONAL: Specialised tailored Workshop - Daniel’s Journey & Archive Visit
A drama based workshop on Daniel’s Story, step into the footsteps of our emigrant children at the 
start of their journey in Strokestown. This workshop also includes a visit to the renowned 
Strokestown Archive where you can view the original of the Bronze Shoes, the original Ship Lists 
of our 1,490 and the Cloonahee Famine Petition. 

TASTE SOYER SOUP AND MAIZE BREAD.

OPTIONAL :  Behind the Scenes Tour  - Science and Photography. 
See how the aristocrats entertained themselves in the late 19th and early 20th century. Special 
Tour of the fascinating Science and Photography Rooms. See one of Ireland’s oldest 19th 
Century Camera and Photograph Collections and Henry Pakenham Mahon’s darkroom. 
Also see Major Hales Pakenham Mahon’s fascinating ‘cosmic energy converter’ in his Science Lab. 
And learn about how he explored his Estate in search of ‘minerals’ on the land.

www.nationalfamineway.ie
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Visit  EPIC The Irish Emigration Museum
and the Jeanie Johnston - An Irish Famine Story                                                                                                 
                      https://epicchq.com/    https://jeaniejohnston.ie/
Both are situated alongside the end of the National Famine Way close to Rowan Gillespie’s renowned 
Famine Memorial Statues on Custom House Quay. EPIC was named Europe’s 
Leading Tourist Attraction in the 2019 and 2020 World Travel Awards. The Sandford Awards, promoting 
high quality in heritage education, announced EPIC as their only Irish Awardee of 2020.  
For more information, check out: https://epicchq.com/education/
 
OPTIONAL: specialised tailored Workshop - Famine Emigrants Suitcase Workshop   
This workshop highlights SESE curriculum-specific topics, exploring the Irish Famine through the eyes 
of those that experienced it. Step into the shoes of Famine emigrants including Daniel Tighe and Thomas 
Quinn using a collection of objects and supporting materials. Learn all about life on board a coffin ship, 
and take part in a range of activities such as debating, creative writing, drama and art.

Famine Webinar         
A 60 min virtual experience includes a lecture and interactive Q&A session. Check it out with a host of 
other great resources on: Educational Online Resources | EPIC The Irish Emigration Museum in Dublin 
Official Site
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OFF-SITE ACTIVITIES - Connected Trips & Deeper Learning
Experiences cont.
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Visit the Irish Family History Centre @ EPIC or engage with their School
Program       https://www.irishfamilyhistorycentre.com/

Alongside this main Famine Pack, the second element of the National Famine Way Education Pack 
is our Genealogy Pack where children can explore their own family origins and their place in 
history. In the national Famine Way Genealogy pack you will also learn about the fate of the Tighe 
and Quinn families - two of Strokestown’s 1,490 families. 

Along with learning about what happened to little Daniel Tighe there are also lots of interesting 
activities for you to explore your own family history.

You can engage with the Irish Family History Centre @EPIC or as part of their Schools Program. 
   
 Family History Special Agent Workshop @EPIC
 A workshop in which primary school students of all nationalities will be shown how to trace   
     their family history and become the ultimate Family History Special Agent!  
 
myStory Schools Program

The Irish Family History Centre's myStory programme is available to help you and your students 
put together a family history portfolio/project, using websites and exercises. After an initial 
workshop at your School, which can be done as a stand alone activity, we work with you and your 
students for six weeks to put together a project focused in exploring their own genealogy. Then, 
for the last two weeks, the students can create something of their own, inspired by a topic or 
theme they came across during the first few weeks. The activities in the myStory programme 
serve as an example of skills students can gain to greater understand their place in history. 
 
Or consider booking a School Genealogy Workshop to accompany the National Famine Way
Genealogy Pack which forms part of this pack - https://www.irishfamilyhistorycentre.com/
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Visit a Canal Lock with WATERWAYS IRELAND            
https://learning.waterwaysireland.org/

Waterways Ireland have an amazing learning zone full of great resources.
They have a large number of Teacher Packs which you can access here: 
https://learning.waterwaysireland.org/resources/3/teacher-packs-

 
Watch out for Waterways Ireland Engineers Week generally held in Spring each year with 

lots of fun activities including visiting an operational Lock. 
                  
Discover the memories and stories of the Waterways. 
Click https://archive.waterwaysireland.org/ to view the Oral History Collection.

The Waterways are a wonderfully diverse environment. Below are fun ways to explore and learn:
Become A Waterways Hero 
https://learning.waterwaysireland.org/Resources%20Assets/Become%20a%20Waterways%20Hero!-5.pdf

Waterway & Woodland Scavenger Hunt https://learning.waterwaysireland.org/Resources%20As-
sets/Woodland%20and%20waterway%20scavenger%20hunt%20A4.pdf
 Exploring Natures colours https://learning.waterwaysireland.org/Resources%20Assets/Sum-
mer%20Nature%20Activity.pdf

Royal Canal Amenity Group   https://royalcanal.ie/

The Royal Canal Amenity Group have been Guardians of the Royal Canal since 1974. Its core 
objective is to promote recreation, heritage, education, and tourism along Ireland's 145 Km 
linear parkway that is the Royal Canal.

ACTIVITIES: Throughout the year they organise various canal related events. Their members 
also arrange and give talks on the canal, its environs and history. They are also available to assist 
individuals and groups who wish to become involved in organising ‘Royal Canal’ recreational, 
educational and environmental projects. 

Also learn about Kayaking and Boat Trips on their Website. 
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WITH THE OFFICIAL PACK EACH CHILD WILL RECEIVE:

 -  a Passport  which can be stamped in his or her closest area and all along the trail

 -  a Ship Ticket listing the name of one of our Strokestown 1,490 families including the children’s names  
 and ages. We have details on a number of Families so the children will be able to compare and contrast  
 between them. Some families had grandparents / aunts  /  uncles or cousins with them etc. 

ENCOURAGE FAMILIES TO COMPLETE THE TRAIL IN THEIR OWN TIME

With one Stamp collected as part of our program, children should be encouraged to engage with their 
families and together gather other passport stamps, not only in their county, but over time across the 
whole National Famine Way so that they can collect their Completion Certificate at EPIC and the End of 
Trail Information on what happened to their ‘Famine Family’ at the Irish Family History Centre at EPIC, 
both of which are close to the end of the trail at the Rowan Gillespie Famine Statues on the Quays 
in Dublin.

Stamping Locations form part of the Official pack when registered

OFFICIAL PACK & PASSPORT - SCHOOLS SPECIAL OFFER

The Official Pack & Passport features  a number of elements:
 
• Welcome & Introduction to the National Famine Way at   
 Strokestown 

• Your name entered on the Official Register                                    

• Passport Guide 

• Ship Ticket with your ‘Famine Family’ details

• Orientation Map - Walking in the Footsteps 

• List of Stamping Locations

• Certificate of Completion at EPIC The Irish Emigration   
 Museum

• End of Trail Booklet on what happened next to our 1,490 at   
 the Irish Family History Centre at EPIC

• End of Trail - Information on what happened to your 
 ‘Famine Family’

• Discount Vouchers - Museums along the route

• FREE  Tea / Coffee along the entire Trail at participating   
 Stamping Locations 

www.nationalfamineway.ie
Bringing Places to Life

IRISH HERITAGE TRUST
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• Welcome & Introduction to the National Famine Way at   
 Strokestown 

• Your name entered on the Official Register                                    

• Passport Guide 

• Ship Ticket with your ‘Famine Family’ details

• Orientation Map - Walking in the Footsteps 
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• Certificate of Completion at EPIC The Irish Emigration   
 Museum

• End of Trail Booklet on what happened next to our 1,490 at   
 the Irish Family History Centre at EPIC

• End of Trail - Information on what happened to your 
 ‘Famine Family’

• Discount Vouchers - Museums along the route

• FREE  Tea / Coffee along the entire Trail at participating   
 Stamping Locations 

SHIP TICKET

Below is a sample Ship Ticket, from one of our 1,490 families. All information on this Ship Ticket is historically 
accurate and verified by our partner Professor Mark Mc Gowan of the University of Toronto, who you will see on a 
number of our App Videos. 

We have details of around 15 of our ‘Missing 1,490’ families and there is an ongoing project to locate more families 
and their descendants.  

If you register as an Official Walker you will receive a Ship Ticket. This is your ‘Famine Family’ whose footsteps you 
will walk in. At the end of the trail after collecting your Certificate you will learn what happened to your ‘Famine 
family’.
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Royal Canal Amenity Group   https://royalcanal.ie/

The Royal Canal Amenity Group have been Guardians of the Royal Canal since 1974. Its core 
objective is to promote recreation, heritage, education, and tourism along Ireland's 145 Km 
linear parkway that is the Royal Canal.

ACTIVITIES: Throughout the year they organise various canal related events. Their members 
also arrange and give talks on the canal, its environs and history. They are also available to assist 
individuals and groups who wish to become involved in organising ‘Royal Canal’ recreational, 
educational and environmental projects. 

Also learn about Kayaking and Boat Trips on their Website. 
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ITS ALL ABOUT PARTNERSHIP
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National Famine Way
The National Famine Way is a highly collaborative project, initiated in 2015.  You can see below the 

breadth of organisations and people involved, who gave generously of their time, knowledge and 

funding, as and when each were needed. And because the network was so solid and supportive, each 

element has spread lightly in a real team effort.

 
And each and every one of our Partners has had a real and deep involvement in the development from 

inception to path building, signage, sculptures, maps and interpretation, right up to the three National 

School Principals whose advice and guidance were invaluable in designing this Education Pack - 

Carmel Tighe, Strokestown Boys National School,  Colette Mc Manus, Clondra National School and 

Kathryn Keenan

Partner Logos

National Famine Way  - Special Friends
Professor Mark McGowan, University of Toronto, for working out the fate and renaming of many 
of our Missing 1,490; Professor Owen Conlan, The ADAPT Centre, Trinity College, Dublin; Marita 
Conlon-McKenna, for her beautifully evocative vignettes of little Daniel Tighe; Declan O'Rourke 

for his poignant Anthem ‘Go Domhain i do Chuimhne’; Brian Hand, Lecturer and Head of Sculpture 
and Expanded Practice Department, National College of Art & Design; Gerry Callaghan, New 

Horizon Athlone Refugee and Asylum Seeker Support Group; Professor LeAnne Howe, Member of 
Choctaw Nation; Frank Scott & Ros FM Radio Station; Dr.Jason King, Cameraman; Dr Ciaran 

Reilly, who located the Emigration Lists in the Famine Archive in 2013 & with Caroilin Callery 
developed the concept of the Glass Wall & National Famine Way. 
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